Reliability of software has been analyzed using some existing mathematical models often termed as software reliability growth models(SRGM ). We have considered Yamada Delayed S shaped model and incorporated the fault dependency, debugging time lag and imperfect debugging . Results shows that reliability of software gets improved under imperfect debugging
INTRODUCTION
Software reliability is the probability of failure free software operation for a specified period of time in specified environment. Over past thirty years, many mathematical models have been proposed for estimation of reliability growth of product during software development process [4, 6] . Such models often referred as software reliability growth models(SRGM ).
The reliability of software depends on fault detection and correction process. Removing all detected faults will presumably increase the reliability of the software. Ohba [10] conceived that there were two types of faults namely mutually independent and mutually dependent faults. M utually independent faults can be detected and corrected immediately. There is no time delay between detection and correction. M utually dependent faults cannot be removed immediately. Goel and Yang [2] analyzed the problem whether detected faults can be corrected immediately or not. Yang [13] reported that detected faults take months to remove for large software system. Hung and Lin [5] incorporated fault dependencies and debugging time lag into exiting SRGM . They analyzed problem of optimal release time for software system based on reliability and cost criterion. They also assumed detected faults were removed with certainty (perfect debugging). If some of the detected faults are not removed with certainty or new faults introduced during debugging process then it is called imperfect debugging. Yamada, Tokunou and Osaki [12] studied imperfect debugging model models with fault introduction rate. Xie and Yang [13] analyzed imperfect debugging on software development cost.
In this paper we have analyzed the software reliability using Yamada Delayed S shaped model and generalized it by involving imperfect debugging ( b=0.1 ) and time delay function .
NOTATIONS
Expected number of initial faults.
Total number of independent faults.
Total number of dependent faults. M VF of the expected number of dependent faults detected in time (0, t).
M VF of the expected number of independent faults detected in time (0, t). b Independent fault introduction rate while removing/fixing a detected fault. 
ASSUMPTIONS

SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODEL
The total detected faul ts in ti me (0, t). a re gi ven by (1)
Independent faults
The rate of independent faults detected is proportional to the remaining faults. We have following differential equation.
Under imperfect debugging the differential equation becomes
Solving equation using initial condition and involving time delay function , we propose (2)
Dependent faults
The rate of dependent faults detected is proportional to the remaining dependent faults in the system and to the ratio of independent faults removed at time t to the total number of faults. Thus, we have 0 < θ <1
Putting the we get,
Yamada Delayed S shaped model
This model describe S shaped curve for the cumulative number of faults detected such that failure rate initially increases, and later decays. The S shaped curve can be regarded as a learning process because the testers' skills will gradually improve as time progresses.
Assuming , simplifying equations (2) and (3) , and using ,
we get ]
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Removing all detected faults will presumably increase the reliability of the software. The software reliability defined as the probability that a software failure does not occur in the time interval is t ≥ 0, Δt ≥ 0 Assuming , , , , ( These numerical constants taken from reference paper [5] ).
Number of failures m(t) and software reliability R(10/t) have been evaluated under perfect debugging (b = 0) and imperfect debugging ( b = 0.1). Further, graphs have also been plotted for m(t) and R(10/t) with respect to testing time t.
CONCLUSION
Graph 1 reveals the variation of number of faults detected with respect to testing time. During initial phase of testing time the faults detected are very high and later on becomes constant. The number of faults debugged under imperfect debugging is higher than that in under perfect debugging. This is due to generation of new faults while debugging of detected faults. Graph 2 shows the variation of software reliability with respect to testing time. Software reliability increases rapidly with testing time during initial phase . Under imperfect debugging (b=0.1) after 140 units of testing time the probability of failure free execution of software in 10 units time interval is 90 % whereas under perfect debugging (b=0) the probability is 84%. This shows that if we incorporate the factors fault dependency, debugging time lag and imperfect debugging into model, prediction of software reliability is more realistic and generalized. Also, we can predict when to stop testing based on reliability of software 
